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The Modular Flighttest Instrumentation / MFI 90
A Helicopter Measuring System

Horst Meyer
DLR Institut für Flugmechanik, Braunschweig, West Germany

Abstract

For investigations in the field of stability and control or handling qualities of helicopters, a
Flighttest Instrumentation System is presented which combines some aspects of modern
engineering. The aim was to create a system which is easy to understand and easy to
handle, furthermore, allows the integration of future techniques and works with a
maximum of performance under the given conditions. The system is modular. Good
flexibility is guaranteed by the use of microprocessors combined with transducers in the
front end modules. To avoid active or passive interference with the systems of the
helicopter, the transportation of digital data is done by means of optical waveguides. The
technique of processor control and data transmission is designed for future requirements
like rising numbers of signals or bitrates. An “intelligent” transducer is shown together
with its communication with the main onboard computer. On the other hand an overview is
given of the onboard recording systems like Floppy Disc and Winchester, which have the
advantage of readable computer data storage. For a quicklook telemetry a computer
standardized protocol is also used as a method of online monitoring of digital data in the
ground station.

1.  Introduction

The Flight Test Instrumentation Group of DLR Institute for Flightmechanics is responsible
for the technical realisation of flight tests. This includes the acquisition, installation and
handling of onboard and ground equipment, which is needed for the institutes experimental
activities in the field of helicopter stability and control, systems identification,
manoevering, performance and similar questions of interest. They perform measuring,
calibration and data handling and finally deliver a magnetic tape with raw or modified -
which means processed and verified - data to the theoretical working experimentators.

With increasing requirements concerning the number of experiments and signals, and the
accuracy of measurements in amplitude and time behavior, only modern engineering can
help to solve problems in a time and cost effective way. On the other hand it becomes
more and more difficult to decide visually if the measured signals or data are correct. This



leads to the need of computers to help with signal vcrification, which in many cases can be
achieved by using signal redundancies. This should be done as early as possible which
means near the signal source. If verified data is transported from there with proved digital
methods to the ground computer there is a great chance to deliver correct data to the users.

A flight test system includes the onboard instrumentation, data transport techniques,
calibration and the ground equipment. They are all regarded as flexible and adaptive as
possible in hard and software, to have the opportunity of installing new or other
components if these arc needed or are available in the future.

The design of the onboard instrumentation underlies the most restrictions because many
parameters have to be considered for instance night safty, environmental conditions, room,
power etc.

Here the ground equipment has to be mobile but apart from that the design is independent
when only good interfaces are guaranteed to the following data handling stages.

2.  Design Description

Since it is impossible and not usefull to build a system which can do everything, it is
always at best to work problem oriented but with facilities to extend the system in any
appreciable direction. The most important design aspect should be to know for which
purpose the instrumentation will be used.

2.1  Systemparameters

A measuring system must be designed to handle the expected signals. This concerns the
number, bandwidth and accuracy of them.

Fig. 1 shows a list of the here expected signals. The physical meaning is not so important
in this connection. But the number can be calculated as 64 or more. Consequently, a
usefull measuring system should be planned for 64 to 128 signals and allow a certain
extension.

Another very important design parameter is the bandwidth of the signals. Only low to
medium frequencies ( < 100 Hz ) have to be handled here. The third important parameter,
which deals with the accuracy is not listed. For the reason that it not only depends on that
of the transducers but more of what is required and of what is achievable in reality. There
is a great difference in what the manufacturer guarantees for his instrument and what with
a special problem can be obtained because of installation problems, interference of signals,
calibration difficulties etc. Therefore it should be calculated carefully for each signal which



resolution is necessary. If the A/D conversion is considered normally 1-Byte =  8 Bits
resolution is not sufficient. The system should work with 2 Bytes which allows 10, 12, 14
Bit resolutions.

Figure 1.  Signal List for Helicopter Flight Tests

Other system parameters concerning the onboard devices are vibration protection,
installing facilities, power requirements and especially those which guarantee flight safety.
Furthermore it is important not to disturb or be disturbed by basic onboard systems. The
solution for these parameters will be mentioned in the particular chapters.



2.2  System Design

Figure 2.  MFI 90 System

The demand for a highly flexible and adaptive system can best be realized if there are
autonomus exchangeable components which can communicate by standard interfaces. This
leads to a modular system.

For the onboard system this means, the transducers domain has to be more autonomus. In
Fig. 1 signal transducers can be combined in groups which work under similar conditions
and can be installed at a joint place. These groups combine tranducers for about 8 signals.
So if one group is made into a module many advantages can be seen. If each of these



modules gets an own processor it has a certain kind of “intelligence”. It can then choose
the signal, lead it to the integrated A/D converter, handle the digital value by program and
send it to a central station.

Fig. 2 shows such a system for the helicopter flight tests. On the left side and on top
transducer modules are drawn.

Figure 3.  Transducer Module with Communication to the Central Computer

Fig. 3 explains such a module in more detail. The transducers (max. 8) are, if necessary,
followed by a signal preconditioning component. It is called preconditioning, because if
possible no signal conditioning is realized at this place. Of course some signals need an
amplification (Straingauges) or a demodulation (Synchros) or a high frequency filtering. (if
it is not necessary filtering can be done better digitally with the modules processor or in
the central computer.)

The processor is integrated on a card with an ADC and Sample&Hold (if needed), a serial
output transmitter and an EPROM (at a place where it easily can be exchanged).

In this first configuration data transport to the Central Unit is practised with the
standardised RS 232 protocol. (19.2 kBaud = 8 Channels * 240 Hz * 10 Bits)

This proven serial protocol allows transmission even if there are longer distances from
module to the central unit.

Because it is a serial one optical waveguide can be used. This technique avoids
interference between helicopter systems and measuring device. Long cables even with
good shielding always act as antennas. At the Central Units side a data collecting



computer is installed in front of the main computer. Because it has to do a lot of
calculating and controlling tasks data collection from many different transducer modules
must be carried out by a separate computer which delivers the data via DMA.

Figure 4.  Data Transport. and Synchronisation

So far nothing is said about synchronisation. Fig. 4 shows the principle of data transport. A
second optical waveguide with transmitter and receiver components sends a
synchronisation signal simultaneously from the central onboard computer to all modules
with the highest sampling frequency. If some signals can be sampled with lower frequency
this is generated by division in the modules.

The main onboard computer terminal is another module and communicates with RS 232.
For quicklook monitoring the telemetry also can be realized with RS 232.

The onboard data recording modules are integrated parts of the Cental Unit. They can be
installed at a close place and communicate with parallel data busses with the computer
integrated controllers.



3.  Realisation

3.1  The Flightdynamic Module

a. Transducer Units for s,i; p,q,r; a  in BOx,y,z

Luggage Room

b. Flightdynamic Module MFI (same Sig.);
dimension compatible

c. MFI 90 Module; size optimized

Figure 5.  Developement of the Flightdynamic Module

Fig. 5 demonstrates the devc1opement of measuring flightdynamic signals. The single
transducer units are replaced by a dimension compatible module with the described
features. The next step is to minimize the dimensions. In a further step these transducers
will probably be replaced by the measuring unit of a comercial Strapdown System with
LASER Gyros.



3.2  Data Recording

The onboard recording systems can be seen as modules of the Central Unit. The most
comfortable way of storing data is to have it done in a direct computer readable format.
Mass storage mediums of computers are at present Floppies, Hard Discs and Tapes.
Because of access time the first two are used here, of which the Floppy technique is the
most handy. (Single density Floppies store about 400 kByte per side. This allows, e.g. with
50 Signals * 2 Bytes and 100 Hz Sampling Freqency a recording time of 40 seconds,
which is sufficient for 3 System Identification RUNs. In other employments much more
recording time is available if some data reduction is practiced like subcomutation.)

The limits for the Floppy technique are defined by the data rate.

Figure 6.  Onboard Computer and Floppy Disc Recorder

Fig. 6 shows the main onboard computer (pdp 11/73) together with a double Floppy disc
drive and the Terminal. The latter works like a VT 100 but has only the figure keys and
some special keys. The LCD Display has 16 characters for computer and RUN status
information and the recording time. The upper Floppy normally stores the operating system
which allows inflight, booting.

Fig. 7 demonstrates how normal laboratory devices are made into ruggedized versions in
order to work under high vibration level (+/- 2g) onboard helicopters.

The removable Winchester is fixed and connected to the carrying frame by moving a lever
which is constructed at the fixing ring or the connector.



Figure 7.  Ruggedized Versions of Floppy Disc and Winchester Recorders

3.3  RS 232 Telemetry

If the evaluation data is recorded onboard, a telemetry is only necessary for online
quicklook monitoring. A RS 232 interface working with 9.6 kBaud facilitates, e.g. the
transmission of 16 1-Byte/15Hz signals. Because there is a computer onboard, the signals
per RUN can be chosen. 8-Bit resolution is sufficient for quicklook when the most
interesting Bits are chosen. (Mainly these will be the MSBs but also only the LSBs for
“ZERO-suppression” may be of interest.) Last but not least the signals that are to be
transmitted may be filtered digitally.

Figure 8.  RS 232 Telemetry



The greatest advantage, besides cost-saving, is the understanding of the RS 232 signal by
nearly each computer component at the ground station. In the following picture this
technique is demonstrated. An AMIGA and two PC-ATs at the ground station are directly
supported with such a data stream. Each computer chooses and processes desired test
signals.

Figure 9.  Quicklook Ground Monitoring with RS 232

3.4 Field Calibration

Field Calibration is another module in this Flight Test Instrumentation. The least of failures
with calibration can occur when the physical quantity is directly put into the whole
measuring and data handling devices. Then an equation is generated in which the computer
digits present an overall function of the physical value in the last ground computer.

In order to do so, some calibration devices arc necessary which can work at the aircraft.
Then you can see how transducers arc excited by the correct physical values. Fig. 9 shows
such an instrument (built with a car wipers engine) which allows rocking motions and is
able to calibrate all eight Flight Dynamic Sensors.

The resolution is not very high. But if systematically distributed failures are made and a
high enough number of calibration points are used the Regression Analysis evaluation
produces correct calibration equations.

These are stored in the head of each final tape. So if, in case of changing parameters, a
new calibration is made before the next test flight, each tape is selfinterpreting and no
failures can occur.



Figure 10.  Calibration Device for Flight Dynamic Sensors

3.5  Mobile Ground Station

Figure 11.  Mobile Ground Station



The Mobile Ground Station consists of three autonomous modules with different clearly
defined tasks. In the Caravan the Data Acquisition Computer is installed which obtains all
data from onboard or ground, online or offline, and stores them on a magnetic tape for
further processing. Since this is the main task the necessary software consists of some well
defined modules which also non-computer specialized persons can operate.

In the Container (with room for several persons) a pdp 11/73 is used as a program
developing computer for experimentators and for quicklook data monitoring. It receives on
line telemetry data and can distribute them to other monitoring devices like plotter,
monitors and PCs. Because it has mainly this task it is easy to operate and a malfunction is
not so important because all data is recorded and saved onboard or at the LSI 11/23.

The most comfortable Micro VAX II is the flight test computer where more sophisticated
jobs of evaluation and data processing are done. This is the place where the computer
specialists are working.

As helicopter flight tests often are performed at locations with no special infrastructure the
entire system must be automomous. Therefore it is absolutely necessary that redundancies
are installed as much as possible. The essential software runs on every machine and many
components can be exchanged or adapted from one to the other. The three different
elements caravan, van and container offer much flexibility in space and mobility because
not always all three “modules” arc required. And as the interior is installed modular too
one can travel with the best fitted configuration.

The telemetry antenna and receiver are normally found with a special vehicle but can also
be installed at one of the three components.

Conclusion

The MFI 90 System is designed to handle a limited (64 - 128) number of low to medium
bandwidth signals. Because of its modular character it is flexible and adaptable for various
tasks and works under rough environmental conditions.

Because a problem oriented configuration can always be chosen, general standard
interfaces for comunication and general purpose components from the market are used
therefore it is a low cost system.


